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Friends of INGAA,
Today, we have launched our new, nationwide campaign: America’s Energy
Link. One of the goals of this campaign is to generate conversation about
the significant value of natural gas and natural gas pipelines. This is where
you come in.
We’re asking you to help us spread the word about America’s Energy Link
via your relevant company and even personal social media channels.
We hope to make this as simple for you as possible, so provided below are
some overall posting suggestions, sample messages with active links and
recommended images to share on your social media presences. We will
update you regularly, so please be on the lookout for additional content as
the campaign progresses.
Thank you for your support of INGAA and of our efforts to increase
awareness for the America’s Energy Link campaign. Any help will be greatly
appreciated. Please also check INGAA’s Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn
pages often and feel free to share our America’s Energy Link messages
with your co-workers, friends and more!

Posting Suggestions
Use your own discretion when determining dates and times for posting based on
your specific audiences.
Use the #EnergyLink hashtag as appropriate.
The following are shortened links to the main campaign page and the campaign
video:
America’s Energy Link – http://bit.ly/1Ukqvib
Campaign Video – http://bit.ly/1gm7jhh

Drafted Posts and Graphics
America's Energy Link

DOWNLOAD IMAGE

Twitter
Pipelines make it possible to safely deliver Americans affordable natural gas.
http://bit.ly/1Ukqvib #EnergyLink

Facebook
Across the country, pipelines make it possible to safely deliver Americans the
affordable natural gas that makes our country a global energy leader.
http://bit.ly/1Ukqvib

LinkedIn
Across the country, pipelines make it possible to safely deliver Americans the
affordable natural gas that makes our country a global energy leader. Find out more
here: http://bit.ly/1N0bFJp

Household Appliances

DOWNLOAD IMAGE

Twitter
Americans are cutting costs thanks to our reliable link to natural gas.
http://bit.ly/1Ukqvib #EnergyLink

Facebook

Households that use natural gas appliances for heating, cooking and clothes drying
save an average of $693 per year compared to homes using electric appliances.
http://bit.ly/1Ukqvib

LinkedIn
Households that use natural gas appliances for heating, cooking and clothes drying
save an average of $693 per year compared to homes using electric appliances.
http://bit.ly/1N0bFJp

Quality of Life

DOWNLOAD IMAGE

Twitter
Natural gas improves our quality of life in ways you might not even realize.
http://bit.ly/1Ukqvib #EnergyLink

Facebook
Natural gas is essential to preserving and improving our quality of life, from heating
water and homes to manufacturing products we use every day. http://bit.ly/1Ukqvib

LinkedIn
Natural gas is essential to preserving and improving our quality of life, from heating
water and homes to manufacturing products we use every day. http://bit.ly/1N0bFJp

Pipelines Make It Possible

DOWNLOAD IMAGE

Twitter
Natural gas in the U.S. is transported by more than 300,000 miles of pipeline.
http://bit.ly/1Ukqvib #EnergyLink

Facebook
Almost all of the natural gas used in the U.S. comes from North America, and it’s
transported by more than 300,000 miles of pipeline. http://bit.ly/1Ukqvib

LinkedIn
Almost all of the natural gas used in the U.S. comes from North America, and it’s
transported by more than 300,000 miles of pipeline. To learn more about America’s

Energy Link, visit http://bit.ly/1Ukqvib
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